
Curve balls can catch us off guard very easily in today's fast paced world. Whether

we are on a sugar-free journey, trying to boost our immune system or just wanting

to live a more vibrant healthy life, it is great to have a checklist to help bring us

back to centre when we are wobbling. Here are my  top 'add-ins' for body, mind

and emotions

Essential Whole-Self Add-ins 

Have some exercise everyday, whether this is a walk around

the garden, or running up and down the stairs every couple of

hours

Get enough sleep, ongoing lack of enough sleep to recharge

depletes our system, try and get at least 8 hours.

Keep in touch with your nearest and dearest in whatever way

you can, if you have stay out of contact physically the make a

connection via technology in some way. Humans are

programmed to thrive when seeing other human faces. 

Keep a routine going or develop a new one, when something

throws us out it can be easy to slump into feeling unfocused

and  not purposeful.
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Make a list; when we are anxious or fearful our logical brain

switches off. So make a basic list and follow it or use this

checklist to inspire you.



All colourful fruit and vegetables are high in immune

boosting nutrients. Citrus fruits are high in Vitamin C but

also a crunchy red pepper. Greens such as spinach,

broccoli and cabbage are great. Aim to eat 3-4 fruits and

at least 5 portions of vegetables. A portion is the same

size as your cupped hand. Enjoy some humus with some

raw carrots, broccoli and red pepper sticks. Snacking on

an apple topped with peanut butter. Enjoy a green juice or

smoothie everyday if this is something you like.

Essential Nutrition Add-ins 

Go back to basics; plan meals, making a shopping list, don't aim for fancy

aim for something delicious and nutritious. Try and include the following in

your food everyday.

Keep up your water levels; perhaps replace some of your

caffeine intake with herbal tea and warm water with

lemon and ginger. Keep alcohol to a minimum or avoid

altogether. Also enjoy vegetable or meat based broths,

these are nutrient rich and support your gut and immune

system.t

Eat greens everyday; salad leaves, brasiccas such as

cabbage, kale and cauliflower, peas are great from the

freezer. Try sprouting micro-greens or grow mustard and

cress.
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Did you know 80% of your immune system is in your gut!

So nourish it well. Prebiotic foods feeds the healthy

bacteria in our gut, these include; garlic, onions, leeks,

under-ripe bananas, whole barley, lentils, beans, apples

and oats. Have these with each meal to keep your

healthy bacteria topped up. Also consider eating cultured

vegetables such as Sauerkraut, they are teaming with

healthy probiotic bacteria.

Protein is essential for growth and repair, hence the iconic

chicken soup when we are poorly. Get protein from non-

processed good quality meat, oily fish, beans and

legumes. Make meat broths from carcas meat for soups

and stocks.

Turmeric, cinnamon, ginger, cayenne pepper and garlic

are great natural immune supporters. So add fresh ginger

and cinnamon to your porridge, spice-up your soups and

stews with garlic and cayenne. Enjoy experimenting with

cinnamon and ginger based herbal teas, they are really

delicious!
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Keep simple processed sugar to a minimum including

syrups such as maple syrup and agave and flour products.

Research has shown that our immune system is

suppressed for several hours after eating processed sugar.

Get your sweet treats from fruit, enjoying up 4 whole pieces

a day. Some good quality honeys, such as Manuka have

immune boosting properties so use these in a medicinal

way, such as in hot water with lemon and ginger if you

need to soothe symptoms.
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Emotional Add-ins

Here are ways to keep your state of mind as positive as possible

Enjoy a mindful moment...

Pause, close your eyes and take a breath. Now focus on

either what you can smell or what you can hear and then

enjoy the world only through that sense for a couple of

minutes. I love doing this outside where the sounds and

smells are often delightful, but this also works in a busy

office where you can focus on the smell of your coffee or

herbal tea or at home focusing on the dull hum of the

fridge.

Explore meditation as a way of clearing your mind and

reconnecting in with yourself. If you search on

YouTube there are many to choose from.

For worry and fear; ' Right now I am safe and have

everything I need'

For self doubt; 'I trust that everything will work out'

For confusion; 'I trust that the clarity I need will be

there when I need it

General; 'I am doing the best I can can, right here,

right now', 'I love that I do my best'

Create some positive statements for yourself and pin

them up where you can easily see them. Here are a few

to show you the structure, always create in the present

tense and starting with'I'. For extra impact tap the middle

of your upper chest at the same time as speaking them;
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Mind-Body Energy Add-ins

Here are ways to keep your state of mind as positive as possible. These

are techniques used in my Kinesilogy work and are based on

Traditional Chinese medicne principes and meridians.

Use this mind-body energy technique anytime you are feeling off centre,

it is called 'switching on' and it  helps us feel more centred.

 Find your collar bone and place your thumb and index

finger just under on either side. Put your other hand on

your belly button. Now rub the points while holding your

belly button. Swap over your hands and repeat. This

balances the left and right aspects of ourselves;

intuitive/logical, male/female. It helps us if we are too

focused on facts or drift off into our imagination.

1.

2. Now keep your hand on your belly button and put one

finger above your top lip and one below. This balances

the above and below aspects of ourself. We may feel

stuck in our head and not grounded. Or we may feel

stuck in the everyday drudge and not able to take our

next step. Now rub the lip points while holding your belly

button. Swap over your hands and repeat.

3. Finally keep your hand on your belly button and place

the other hand on your tail bone. This balances the future

and past aspects of you and brings you into the present.

This is useful if we are anxious about something that may

happen in the future or continually thinking about

something that happened in the past. Now rub the tail

bone point while holding your belly button. Swap over

your hands and repeat.
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Emotional Add-ins

This mind-body energy technique is called zip-ups. it is great to use

when we are feeling overwhelmed, vulnerable and feel we need to 'pull

ourselves together'. I describe as being like guy ropes of a 'tent', they

hold us down and stop us flapping around.

Use this second mind-body energy technique anytime you are feeling off

centre, it is called 'switching on' and it  helps us feel more centred.

The first zip to 'close' runs up the front of your body

from your perineum to under your bottom lip. This

is an energy pathway or meridian.

The way we zip is follow the flow of the meridian

which flows from the perineum up to the lip; we do

this 3 times in a row. Move your hand away from

the lip between zips to avoid going backwards and

unzipping yourself. You can do more than 3 but try

and do in sets of 3, so 6 or 9 for example.

The second zip to 'close' runs up the back from

the bottom of our tail bone, up our back, over our

head to under our nose, above our top lip. This

zip takes a bit more of an imagination. Place your

hand on on where your tail bone is, put your other

hand over your head and imagine pulling up a zip

over your head, finishing under your nose. As

with the front zip do 3 times over, or multiples of

3. Do equal numbers for back and front.


